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Abstract IoT infrastructures are becoming increasingly more difficult to manage. One of the main issues is the high
volatility present in the infrastruture, which increasingly demands self-adaptive solutions. As a proposal to handle
this challenge, this paper presents STEER (Sdn-based inTEnt drivEn iot netwoRks), a new approach for the dynamic
adaptation of IoT networks for indoor monitoring applications, based on the unification of Intent-Driven Networks
(IDN) and Software-Defined Networks (SDN). Particularly, we explore the ability of IDNs to dynamically interpret
an application’s intent, using an IDN-based mediator attached to an SDN-controller to autonomously adapt the IoT
network behavior at runtime, thus realizing the intent according to the current operating context of the network. We
demonstrate the approach using a representative application scenario related to IoT indoor environment monitoring
in the domain of indoor air quality monitoring. The experiments allowed us to validate the applicability of the
approach and show the system-wide effect of dynamic adaptation to the current operating environment on improving
performance according to the metric under consideration, in this case, the number of application-level messages
exchanged in the network.
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1 Introduction
IoT infrastructures are becoming more and more complex
and challenging to manage. One of the main reasons for this
complexity is the high volatility of contemporary distributed
systems (Blair (2018)), notably caused by frequent changes
in the network environment. In order to preserve functional-
ity and satisfy application demands, IoT networks, therefore,
need to adapt at runtime. Such adaptation must consider the
application’s goals as it interacts with the network and the ap-
plication constraints as the operational environment changes.
Thus, autonomic approaches must be in place to enable the
network to determine the need to change and rapidly adapt
to better configurations without human intervention.

In this context, approaches such as self-driving networks,
as in Mai et al. (2021), have gained popularity. They mainly
focus on mechanisms to enable runtime adaptation of the net-
work without disrupting its services, such as classification of
the network execution context and the use of machine learn-
ing to predict change and to plan adaptations accordingly.
However, an important, albeit less explored aspect of the
decision-making process refers to the goals of the applica-
tions that interact with the network.

By combining the concepts of Software-Defined Net-
works (SDN) and Intent-Driven Networks (IDN), this paper
proposes a novel approach for programmable self-adaptive
IoT networks. The approach, which we call STEER (Sdn-
based inTEnt drivEn iot netwoRks), enables self-adaptation
of the network at runtime, without requiring predefined rules
and taking into account only the network operational context

and high-level goals, referred to as intents, set by the appli-
cations using a declarative syntax. We exploit the IDN con-
cept to enable interpretation of the application intents, along
with SDN as the mechanism to adapt network behavior ac-
cordingly. Our implementation of IDN is centered around a
Mediator, which interprets application intents to decide, at
runtime, which behavior should be installed on the network.
Behavior installation, in turn, is carried out by the Mediator
using a third-party SDN controller.

The Mediator implements a control loop for selecting the
network behavior that yields maximum performance, consid-
ering a given performance metric, the network environment,
and an application intent. The network behavior selection
algorithm selects the optimal behavior without human inter-
ference or predefined domain-specific information. The al-
gorithm has two main phases, exploration and exploitation.
The exploration phase is responsible for locating the optimal
behavior by executing the available behaviors and monitor-
ing their performance. The exploitation phase, in turn, exe-
cutes the optimal behavior and monitors it to detect perfor-
mance degradation and changes in the network operating en-
vironment, which in turn may trigger a new exploration.

We evaluate our approach in the context of indoor moni-
toring applications. Particularly, we use a real dataset from
an indoor air quality application to create representative sce-
narios to explore our approach. The proposed solution ad-
dresses self-adaptation in such scenarios and is motivated by
the wide adoption of networked sensors to monitor indoor en-
vironments, coupled with their demands for dynamic adapta-
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tion. In this context, we evaluate our selection algorithm in
terms of convergence time (i.e., how long it takes to converge
to the optimal behavior) and accuracy (i.e., if theMediator se-
lects the correct behavior). We also evaluate the overhead in
the network performance incurred by network behavior adap-
tation. The findings suggest that our end-to-end approach
manages to accurately select the optimal behavior and detect
environment changes for the chosen scenarios. We also dis-
cuss the different parameter settings for the proposed algo-
rithm and their effect to lower the overhead as measured by
the chosen performance metric.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses re-
lated work. Section 3 describes our approach for SDN-based
intent-driven IoT networks, followed by the proposed archi-
tecture to realize it. Section 4 describes an application sce-
nario and use case in the domain of air quality monitoring,
which we use to both illustrate the approach and evaluate its
performance. Section 5 presents the results obtained through
a set of experiments that use the air quality monitoring appli-
cation with real data on a simulated network environment.
Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 Background and Related Work
This section introduces important terms used throughout the
text and contrasts the proposed approach with other relevant
and related work in the literature.

This work focuses on providing an approach to support
self-adaptive IoT (Internet of Things) Networks. According
to Gubbi et al.Gubbi et al. (2013), IoT refers to a collection of
objects with networking capabilities able to exchange infor-
mation with one another. In this context, an IoT network is a
local network formed out of the connection of such devices.
Moreover, the self-adaptation of such networks (e.g., Min
et al. (2021)) entails the ability to change the behavior of its
devices as (often unexpected) events happen. Enabling self-
adaption is becoming increasingly important as the scale at
which these devices are deployed is becoming increasingly
large (e.g., at city scale, as described by Zanella et al. (2014)),
making human-led decision-making approaches infeasible
for managing and adapting the network.

As we describe later in this section, many techniques have
been applied to allow the adaptation of behavior in IoT net-
works. In our approach, detailed in Sec. 3, we apply an in-
creasingly popular approach for adapting IoT network be-
havior (see Bera et al. (2017)), namely Software Defined-
Networks (SDN). In general, the concept of SDN, as dis-
cussed by ( Kreutz et al. (2015)) separates the network data
plane (that forwards data packets) from the control plane (a
logically centralized module that defines how to handle net-
work traffic), allowing more flexibility in adapting the net-
work to handle dynamic traffic. Furthermore, we explore
the concept of Intent-Driven Network, as defined by Elkhatib
et al. (2017), which consists in the application defining how
it intends to exchange data in the network and making such
intents available to the network so that it can adapt to better
suit the generated traffic. This enables a promising alterna-
tive to the current opaque traffic generated by applications,
about which the network has no information and thus cannot

adapt itself to better manage traffic. In Section 3, we describe
our vision to unify both approaches in order to support self-
adaptive IoT networks.

The remaining of this section discusses and compares rele-
vant work in the literature that falls within three key areas for
realizing our approach: adaptation mechanisms for IoT net-
works (Sec. 2.1) ; autonomic management of IoT networks
(Sec. 2.2); and intent-driven networks (Sec. 2.3).

2.1 Adaptation Mechanisms

Adaptation in IoT networks may happen at different lev-
els on network devices: at the operating system level, as
in Rodriguez-Zurrunero et al. (2018); at the level of commu-
nication protocols, as in Junior et al. (2020); and at the appli-
cation level, as in Shafi et al. (2012) and Aschenbruck et al.
(2012). Rodriguez-Zurrunero et al. (2018) describe an adap-
tive operating system for wireless sensor networks that en-
ables the adaptation of modules running on the OS to reduce
the use of computing resources. By disabling modules, the
running system reduces CPU and memory utilization. Junior
et al. (2020), on the other hand, explore changes in the RPL
routing algorithm. The proposed solution is able to switch
between existing RPL instances to accommodate sudden de-
mands of temporary critical applications. When a critical ap-
plication is started, the scheduler changes the RPL instance
for regular applications and assigns a new instance to the crit-
ical application, meeting the requirements of both kinds of
applications. Finally, Shafi et al. (2012) and Aschenbruck
et al. (2012) describe an over-the-air code-shipping approach
to reprogram nodes in the network.

There are also approaches that enable (re)programming of
the network behavior as a whole, as in Noor et al. (2019) and
Azzara et al. (2014). Both introduce macroprogramming lan-
guage models that abstract the programming of the network
by abstracting the interaction with the nodes. These abstrac-
tions allow developers to focus on the network behavior as a
whole, instead of focusing on fine-grain coordination of node
tasks to achieve the intended network behavior, thus facilitat-
ing the creation of dynamic and large-scale IoT systems.

Moreover, as an alternative mechanism for changing net-
work behavior, the use of SDN for IoT networks is becom-
ing increasingly popular. Centralized controllers calculate
and specify flow tables in IoT devices to determine how in-
coming packets should be routed. Controllers are also able
to recalculate and change network data routes according to
new data flows and events in the network (Galluccio et al.
(2015); Bera et al. (2017)). In our work, we leverage the log-
ically centralized controllers to collect metrics from the IoT
network and install behavior to change IoT devices at the
application level. Although the above approaches deal with
OS-level adaptation, they may be seen as complementary to
ours as our mechanism to adapt application-level behavior
could also be used to change OS-level components. On the
other hand, we believe the use of SDN makes our approach
more generic as compared to applying adaptation to a spe-
cific routing algorithm (e.g., adaptive RPL).
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2.2 Autonomic Management of IoT Networks
Autonomic management of IoT networks has become a topic
of interest in the literature. This is due to the volatility (i.e.,
constant and often unexpected changes) of IoT infrastruc-
tures, which makes rapid and assertive network adaptation
of paramount importance. In such changing large-scale in-
frastructures, human-centric approaches to support reconfig-
uration are insufficient to timely react to changes.

In this context, Self-driving Networks (Júnior et al. (2021),
Mai et al. (2021), Jacobs et al. (2018))is an approach that
has gained traction. Important elements of the approach in-
clude the use of decision making techniques (e.g., machine
learning), high level network goals defined by the network
manager and an adaptation mechanism to change network
configuration and behavior at runtime.

In particular, Júnior et al. (2021) propose an interesting
self-managing solution mixing context-awareness and SDN
to adapt IoT networks and compare it with human-led man-
agement. Mai et al. (2021), on the hand, levarage in-network
machine learning to optimize network functions such as load
balancing, congestion control and DDoS attack detection. Fi-
nally, Jacobs et al. (2018) describe the use of high-level
network intents, as an alternative to the low-level defini-
tion of network policies and to determine network behavior.
They also explore an approach based on machine-learning
to rightly identify network configurations from intents ex-
pressed in natural language according to operators feedback.

Similarly, our work employs an approach based on user
intents, which are effected on the network at runtime and au-
tonomously, using a decision-making algorithm and network
metrics collected at runtime. Differently, however, our ap-
proach is inspired on emergent software systems (Rodrigues-
Filho and Porter (2017)), which allows the dynamic explo-
ration of the search space of possible solutions.

2.3 Intent-Driven Networks
Specifically considering the use of intents to drive runtime
adaptation of the network, different approaches have been
proposed (Cerroni et al. (2017); Pang et al. (2020)). An
important design decision refers to who defines the intents,
which may be the network manager or the application devel-
opers. Also, the scope of intents needs to be considered.

Pang et al. (2020) survey important work that explores
Intent-driven Network for realizing self-managing networks.
The majority of reviewed approaches use intents to express
network requirements that are translated into policies for net-
work execution. Cerroni et al. (2017), on the other hand, fo-
cus on defining an interoperable and vendor-agnostic intent-
based northbound interface (NBI) for service orchestration in
different domains. These works show the importance of ab-
stracting network requirements and goals through intents to
either be used as goals to guide network self-management or
abstract details of the NBI to support interoperability across
domains.

In our work, we follow the definition of intent-driven net-
works (IDN) proposed by Elkhatib et al. (2017), in which
intents are defined by application developers with the goal
of informing the network about how a given application in-

tends to use it, allowing the network to adapt and accommo-
date the specific needs of each application. This approach
contrasts to similar proposals in which intents are defined by
the network manager and specify high-level policies on how
the network should behave with respect to all applications
currently executing on it (Jacobs et al. (2018)).

3 SDN-based Intent-Driven IoT Net-
works

Software-defined intent-driven IoT networks are character-
ized by the ability of self-adaptation guided by high-level
goals (i.e., intents) defined by the applications that interact
with the network. Network functions are defined in the form
of a predefined set of behaviors, and there can be a number of
alternative behaviors for a given function. The requirements
and goals of an application regarding a given network func-
tion are expressed in the form of an intent, which is trans-
parently translated at runtime into the most appropriate be-
havior, considering the current operating context of the net-
work. This allows dynamic adaptation of the network behav-
ior as the operating context changes. Network managers are
responsible for defining and implementing the set of avail-
able behaviors, while the specification of intents is carried
out by application developers. As a result, application devel-
opers do not need to know the configuration of the network
in order to program its dynamic behavior.
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Figure 1. STEER architecture.

Fig 1 presents the STEER architecture, composed by three
layers:

• the SDN for IoT Layer, which consists of an existing
SDN solution for IoT and is further subdivided into two
sub-layers: infrastructure and control;

• the IDN for IoT Layer, composed by a Manager, which
maintains a set of templates for intent definition, along
with the set of available behaviors, a Mediator, which
is responsible for interpreting intents and deploying the
most appropriate behavior on the network, and a Com-
munication module, responsible for the interaction with
the SDN layer; and
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• the Application Layer, which is composed by the user
applications and tools to create intents and behaviors.

In the SDN for IoT Layer, we use SDN-WISE ( Galluccio
et al. (2015)), whose control plane enables the deployment
and adaptation of application functions in the data plane of
IoT network nodes. Moreover, the fact that SDN-WISE is
open source enabled its extension for the purposes of this
work, as described below. The infrastructure sub-layer com-
prises the IoT network nodes, which are of two kinds: sen-
sor nodes, which capture data from the physical environment,
and sink nodes, responsible for sending data to and receiving
requests from the SDNController. In this work, we extended
SDN-WISE nodes by adding an agent that carries out the dy-
namic change of network behavior at the application level
on each network node. At the control sub-layer, in turn, the
SDN Controller carries out network configuration by means
of control packets sent to the nodes via the southbound inter-
face. The control packets are created from commands (pro-
duced from the interpretation of intents) received from the
IDN for IoT Layer via the northbound interface.

In the IDN for IoT Layer, which represents the main con-
tribution of this work, the Manager module is responsible
for receiving, via a RESTful API, the intents and behaviors,
which are sent to the Mediator for interpretation and to the
Manager for storage in the repository, respectively. The
Mediator runs the Observation, Analysis & Planning, and
Deployment loop, which is inspired by the control loop of
emergent software systems proposed by Rodrigues-Filho and
Porter (2017) and described next.

The control loop executed by the Mediator aims to locate
the most suitable network behavior given the operating en-
vironment to which the network is subjected at the time. In
case the operating environment changes, the loop is respon-
sible for identifying such changes and locating the optimal
behavior for the new environment without human interfer-
ence or domain-specific information. Hereafter, we refer to
the control loop executed by the Mediator as the behavior
selection algorithm. Note that due to the modular nature of
STEER, we can easily replace the selection algorithm pre-
sented in this paper with any other suitable decision-making
algorithm.

The behavior selection algorithm is a loop that alternates
between the execution of two main phases: the exploration
and exploitation phases. The algorithms that drive these
phases are shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3, respectively. Because
the Mediator has no predefined information about the net-
work behaviors or the operating environments, whenever the
network is exposed to a new environment, it has to exper-
iment with the available behaviors to learn how well they
perform. The exploration phase consists of the sequential ex-
ecution of each available network behavior for a brief period
of time (namely, the observation window). After executing
each behavior, the Mediator collects performance measure-
ments from the network. At the end of the exploration phase,
the algorithm selects the behavior with the best performance,
which is then deployed and executed in the network.

Fig 2 presents the algorithm for the exploration phase.
This algorithm receives, as input parameters, the intent,
the set of network behaviors that realizes the intent, the

1 int[] exploration(Intent intent,
2 Behavior behaviors[],
3 Communication com,
4 Observation obs) {
5 int metrics[] = new int[behaviors.length()];
6 for (int i = 0; i < behaviors.length(); i++) {
7 obs.metricMonitor().start();
8 behaviors[i].execute(com,intent,obs);
9 thread_sleep(OBS_WINDOW); // 30000

10 obs.metricMonitor().stop();
11 behaviors[i].stop();
12 metrics[i] = obs.metricMonitor().getMetric();
13 }
14 int result[] = obs.metricCalcResult(metrics);
15 // metricCalcResult() always returns a 2-position
16 // array, where result[0] points to the best
17 // behavior in behaviors and result[1] holds the
18 // metric value of the best behavior
19 return result;
20 } // after this, the exploitation algorithm starts

Figure 2. The exploration phase of the behavior selection algorithm.

Communication object, which allows interaction with the
network, and the Observation object, which allows the al-
gorithm to collect metrics from the network and imple-
ments three functions that assist the behavior selection algo-
rithm in deciding which behavior has the best performance:
metricCalcResult(), which determines the best value from
an array of metric values (e.g., best performance may mean
the lowest or the highest value, depending on the seman-
tics of the metric); metricThreshold(), which sets the met-
ric threshold that indicates performance degradation (e.g.,
twice as higher than the known best metric value means
performance degradation); and newBest(), which, given a
new metric value and the previously known best, determines
whether or not the new value is better. The Observation ob-
ject thus encapsulates the logic that handles metric process-
ing and analysis, freeing the selection algorithm from the
need to have code to handle specific metrics and making it
reusable for any network-wide metric.

The exploration algorithm consists of a loop that iterates
through all behaviors, executes each one in the network for
the observation window time frame (e.g., 30 seconds), and
collects the performance measurements. As a result, the al-
gorithm returns an array with two elements. The first ele-
ment points to the best-performing behavior in the behaviors
array, and the second element holds the performance mea-
surement corresponding to the best behavior. After the ex-
ploration phase locates the best-performing network behav-
ior, the exploitation phase starts. This phase is when the net-
work executes the best behavior for the environment. If the
environment would never change, this phase would consist
of only executing the best behavior. However, since IoT net-
work environments are constantly changing, this phase is re-
sponsible for identifying environment changes and restarting
the exploration phase.

Fig 3 presents the exploitation phase algorithm, which re-
ceives the same input as the exploration phase plus a pointer
to the best behavior in the behaviors array and the best be-
havior’s performance measurement, which are both results
of the exploration phase. The exploitation algorithm exe-
cutes the best-performing behavior for the observation win-
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dow time frame and extracts the performance metric from
the network. After this observation window, the exploitation
algorithm decides whether it should finish execution and re-
turn to the exploration phase (because the network has been
subjected to a new environment) or continues to observe the
best-performing behavior for another observation window.
The exploitation algorithm uses two mechanisms to detect
a new environment, the detection of degraded performance
and periodic exploration.

The code starting in line 21 of Fig 3 detects sequential
degraded performance metrics. Suppose the best behavior
presents three consecutive degraded metrics (i.e., a measure-
ment twice as large as the optimal behavior’s performance).
In that case, the exploitation algorithm determines that there
has been a change in the network’s operating environment.
We defined 3 as the anomaly threshold in the presented al-
gorithm, but note that this is a parameter for the exploitation
algorithm. For unstable environments that suddenly gener-
ate high measurements for a defined short period of time, a
higher threshold may be more suitable. On the other hand, if
the environment is extremely stable and never generates sud-
denly degraded measurements, the anomaly threshold should
be set to a lower value.

Periodic exploration, in turn, is presented in line 30 of
Fig. 3. Sometimes a change in the environment does not neg-
atively impact the performance metric. In this case, the only
mechanism that the exploitation algorithm has to detect a
change in the environment is to periodically experiment with
a known sub-optimal behavior to verify whether it continues
to perform sub-optimally. In the case where a known sub-
optimal behavior performs better than the previously opti-
mal behavior, the exploitation algorithm understands that the
environment has changed and that a new exploration phase
should start.

The main parameter for the periodic exploration algorithm
defines how frequently the exploitation phase has to test a
different known sub-optimal behavior. This parameter is ex-
pressed in terms of the number of metric collection cycles,
e.g., after 15 metric collections, test a known sub-optimal
behavior. If the frequency of environment changes is high,
this parameter should be set to a low value so that it can de-
tect a change sooner. As the frequency decreases, the pa-
rameter should be set to a higher value so that the network
stays executing the optimal behavior longer. Also, note that a
strategy for selecting sub-optimal behaviors during periodic
exploration is required. In this work, we opted for a round-
robin-based selection of the next sub-optimal behavior, but
other strategies could also be used (e.g., random selection).

The observation window time frame, the periodic explo-
ration threshold, and the anomaly threshold are parameters of
the exploitation phase of the selection algorithm and should
be set to specific values according to the behavior, intents,
and operating environment. In this work, we define these pa-
rameters manually when executing the experiments and af-
ter analyzing their impact. We discuss the impact of defin-
ing these parameters in Sec. 5 when evaluating the approach.
A methodology for defining such parameters is outside the
scope of this work.

The Application Layer, besides hosting the actual user ap-
plications, provides the tools and APIs for the definition and

1 void exploitation(Intent intent,
2 Behavior behaviors[],
3 Communication com,
4 Observation obs,
5 int bestBehavior[]) {
6 bool exploiting = true;
7 int anomaly_count = 0;
8 int periodic_exp = 0;
9 int metric = 0;

10 bool behaviorExecuting = false;
11 while (exploiting) {
12 obs.metricMonitor().start();
13 if (!behaviorExecuting) {
14 behaviors[bestBehavior[0]].execute(com,
15 intent,obs);
16 behaviorExecuting = true;
17 }
18 thread_sleep(OBS_WINDOW); // 30000
19 obs.metricMonitor().stop();
20 metric = obs.metricMonitor().getMetric();
21 // degraded performance
22 bool degraded = obs.metricThreshold(metric,
23 bestBehavior[1]);
24 if (degraded) {
25 anomaly_count++;
26 if (anomaly_count == ANOMALY_THRESHOLD) {
27 behaviors[bestBehavior[0]].stop();
28 behaviorExecuting = false;
29 exploiting = false;
30 }
31 } else { anomaly_count = 0; }
32 // periodic exploration
33 if (periodic_exp == PE_THRESHOLD) {
34 behaviors[bestBehavior[0]].stop();
35 behaviorExecuting = false;
36 int newMetric = executeNextBehavior(
37 behaviors,
38 bestBehavior,
39 intent, com, obs);
40 if (obs.newBest(newMetric,
41 bestBehavior[1])) {
42 // a known better sub-optimal behavior
43 exploiting = false;
44 }
45 periodic_exp = -1;
46 }
47 periodic_exp++;
48 }
49 } // after this, the exploration algorithm starts

Figure 3. The exploitation phase of the behavior selection algorithm.

installation of intents and behaviors. Behaviors provide al-
ternative implementations for each network function and im-
plement the interface shown in Fig 4. They are defined by
the network manager, which sends them to the IDN for IoT
Layer, via its RESTful interface, for registration in the behav-
iors repository. Intents, in turn, are defined by application de-
velopers and sent to the IDN for IoT Layer, via its RESTful
interface, for interpretation by the Mediator. When defining
a new intent, the application developer queries the IDN for
IoT Layer to get an intent template, as well as a list of the
capabilities (e.g., sensor types) available on the network. In-
tents are defined in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) in the
form of attribute-value pairs. An example intent definition is
presented in Section 4.

Furthermore, the behavior is implemented using network
communication functions to interact with the agent software
running on the sensor nodes. The communication functions
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1 interface Behavior {
2 void execute(Communication com,
3 Intent intent,
4 Observation obs);
5 void stop();
6 }

Figure 4. The network behavior interface.

interface is shown in Fig. 5, and they are part of theCommuni-
cationmodule in the IDN for IoT Layer. There are three func-
tions: poll(), periodic_collection() and define_alert().

The poll() function collects sensed data from a specific
sensor node. The execution of this function generates a mes-
sage to a specific node asking for sensed data. Once it gets to
the node, the agent measures the requested data and sends it
back to the behavior. Since all communication between the
behavior and the sensor nodes is asynchronous, all communi-
cation functions, including poll(), have a callback object that
has the logic that gets executed when the sensed data returns
to the behavior.

On the other hand, the periodic_collection() is used to
register a periodic function that executes in a specific sensor
node. The execution of this function generates a message
to the agent of a specific sensor node to register a collec-
tion function. This collection function executes periodically,
given the time specified in the function. Once the function
is registered on the sensor node, sensed data is periodically
sent from the sensor node to the behavior until the behavior
sends a message to delete the periodic function.

Finally, the define_alert() function is used to register an
alert function in a specific sensor node. The execution of this
function generates a message to the agent in the sensor node
and registers an alert function. This alert function is executed
every second in the sensor node. The alert function collects
sensed data and verifies whether the new data falls outside
the defined limit. If that occurs, the sensor sends the newly
sensed data back to the behavior, alerting it that the newly
sensed data has surpassed the alert threshold.

Note that the selection algorithm can locate multiple best
behaviors for multiple intents by executing the selection al-
gorithm multiple times in different threads – each thread for
a different intent. Also note that, for each new intent, an
instance of the selection algorithm explores a set of behav-
iors to verify which one has the best performance and, while
doing so, it may disturb the performance of the already con-
verged instances of the selection algorithm, thus triggering
the exploration phase in them, until, eventually, they all con-
verge. However, this aspect of running multiple intents and
studying the effects of multiple simultaneous instances of the
selection algorithm is outside the scope of this work. Fur-
thermore, there are other ways to cope with the realization
of multiple intents in the network. For instance, with a sin-
gle instance of the selection algorithm for a set of intents to
be realized. The algorithm then considers a combination of
behaviors, one for each of the provided intents. In this case,
the resulting search space of possible behaviors to realize a
set of intents increases exponentially. We further discuss this
issue in Sec. 6. In the next section, we describe a use case
that illustrates the approach.

1 interface Communication {
2 void poll(String sensor_type, String node_id,
3 MessageCallback msgCallback);
4 void periodic_collection(String sensor_type,
5 String node_id, int frequency,
6 MessageCallback msgCallback);
7 void define_alert(String sensor_type,
8 String node_id, float threshold,
9 MessageCallback msgCallback);

10 }

Figure 5. The communication module interface.

4 Use Case: Air Quality Application
This section describes the IoT application and scenario that
we leverage to evaluate our approach. We have chosen the
air quality application domain, in which context we define
the intent template and an intent, and implement a set of al-
ternative network behaviors. We also use this application to
determine the parameters of the behavior selection algorithm
and to design experiments to evaluate the algorithm’s conver-
gence accuracy and time.

The air quality application domain was chosen due to its
importance in maintaining safe indoor environments and its
strict requirements for IoT networks in terms of the quality of
data sensing and the frequency of data collection. This often
requires the IoT network to adapt its behavior depending on
the network operating conditions.

An air quality application mainly consists of a set of phys-
ical sensors collecting the physical environment’s tempera-
ture and detecting compounds that are found suspended in the
air. These applications are often used to monitor the air qual-
ity in locations such as schools (Madureira et al. (2015)), su-
permarkets (Almutairi et al. (2019)), buildings (Floris et al.
(2021)), and other indoor environments (Fernández-Agüera
et al. (2019)).

To evaluate our approach, we designed an air quality ap-
plication that periodically performs measurements of Total
Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC) in the air. Note that
keeping track of TVOC measurements is important because
long exposure to excessive amounts of TVOC has a nega-
tive impact on individuals’ health (Madureira et al. (2015)).
We built the application using STEER, defining an intent
template, a specific intent, and a set of network behaviors
for the intent template. We also used the COOJA (Eriksson
et al. (2009)) network simulator to emulate the network sen-
sor nodes and evaluate the behavior selection algorithm.

For our experiment, we use a real dataset1 with TVOC val-
ues collected from Goiânia’s city hall corridors and offices
using our application.2 We also configure the simulator to
have one sink node, which serves as a gateway for applica-
tions executing outside the network, and five sensor nodes,
running the STEER IDN agent software. All nodes are orga-
nized in the topology shown in Fig. 6. For the Software De-
fined Network (SDN), we use SDN-WISE (Galluccio et al.
(2015)), which is an SDN controller and an implementation
of a forwarding plane communication protocol specifically
designed to run on low-energy devices.

1Dataset: https://github.com/brunacordeiro/steer.
2Goiânia is the capital city of the state of Goiás, located in the Central-

West region of Brazil.

https://github.com/brunacordeiro/steer
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Figure 6. Network topology for the Air Quality application evaluated in the
COOJA simulator.

An intent template was designed considering the needs of
air quality applications, in particular, the need for periodi-
cally sampling sensor data from the network. The template
has a list of attributes and final or suggested values for them:
a template name (final: “periodic_sampling”), a list of sen-
sor data types (suggestions: temperature, TVOC, humidity,
CO2), a list of nodes that are part of the intent (suggestion:
all, or a list of node IDs), a metric name (final: “mes-
sage_count”), the goal for the metric (final: “minimize”), a
numerical interval for sampling sensor data (suggestion: “5”,
or integer value), and the unit used for the sampling interval
(suggestion: “seconds”, “minutes”, “hours”). The template
serves as a recipe for defining concrete intents. Once an ap-
plication developer obtains a template, they generate a JSON
object with all the template attributes and accordingly pro-
vides values for them, thus defining a concrete intent.

The attributes in the intent template become the names in
the JSON “name-value” pairs, and the suggested or final val-
ues in the template become the values. Final values are un-
changeable, meaning that the application must keep the same
in the intent as they appear in the template. Suggested values,
on the other hand, are chosen by the application developers.

The intent we use in the evaluation is shown in Fig. 7.
The depicted intent is a JSON object consisting of a series
of attribute-value pairs defined for one or more applications
executing outside the network. Network behavior implemen-
tations use the application-provided values to realize the in-
tent in the network. In this use case, the behavior collects
TVOC measurements every 5 seconds from all sensor nodes
and makes them accessible to the applications that specified
or used the intent.

Based on the intent template, a set of network behaviors is
implemented. The network manager defines intent templates
and implements network behaviors that realize the overall
goal expressed in the intent templates. In our case study,
all network behaviors implement the necessary end-to-end
mechanisms to periodically collect sensor data and make the
data available to the applications.

Network behaviors are implemented following the Be-
havior interface, which defines the execute() and stop()
methods (see Fig. 4). For our use case, we have im-
plemented three unique behaviors that leverage the avail-
able network interaction methods defined in the communi-

1 "Intent": {
2 "template_name": "periodic_sampling",
3 "data_type": "TVOC",
4 "nodes": "all",
5 "metric": "message_count",
6 "goal":"minimize",
7 "periodicity": {
8 "value": "5",
9 "unit": "seconds"

10 }
11 }

Figure 7. The air quality use case intent is expressed as a JSON object.
This intent commands the network to retrieve TVOC values every 5s from
all sensor nodes in the network.

cation component (located at the IDN for IoT layer – see
Fig. 1). Given the three network communication functions
(poll(), periodic_collection() and define_alert()), we cre-
ated three unique behaviors that realize the air quality appli-
cations’ intent (shown in Fig. 7).

The first implemented behavior is called “Active Sam-
pling”. This behavior periodically calls the poll() function
to collect data from all the network nodes. To realize the air
quality use case intent, the “Active Sampling” behavior exe-
cutes the poll() function for each of the 5 sensors every 5s to
collect TVOC values.

The second implemented behavior is called “Periodic No-
tification”. It uses the periodic_collection() function to be
notified of sensor data periodically, without having to ac-
tively sample data. To realize the air quality intent, the “Peri-
odic Notification” behavior calls the periodic_collection()
function on the agent running in each of the 5 nodes, setting
the period of notification to 5s and the sensor data to TVOC.
After invoking periodic_collection() on all network nodes,
no other application-level message is generated by the behav-
ior; all subsequent messages are generated from the nodes
that send TVOC values to the behavior every 5s.

Finally, the third and last behavior is called “Notification
with Cache”. The general idea behind its implementation is
to maintain newly sensed data in cache. The behavior can
then provide cached values to the application without hav-
ing to query the IoT network constantly. To maintain the
cached data always fresh, the “Notification with Cache” uses
the define_alert() function to register an alert function on
all nodes, which collects TVOC values every second and ver-
ifies if the newly collected value is different from the cached
value (i.e., the last value sent to the behavior). If the newly
collected value is different, then the sensor notifies the behav-
ior, sending it the newly collected value. Once the cached
value is updated, the behavior deletes the old registered alert
function in the sensors and creates a new one with a new
threshold based on the new cached value. Otherwise, the
sensors do not perform any action and wait another second
to sense a new TVOC value. Note that this behavior only gen-
erates messages in the network when TVOC values change.
When the TVOC value remains unchanged, no application-
level messages are exchanged in the network.

Based on the implementation of the network behaviors
to realize the air quality intent, and considering the amount
of application-level messages generated on the network as
the primary performance metric, we can expect the “Active
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Figure 8. (a) Graph showing the three available behaviors being exposed to environment A (TVOC measurements collected during the day), showing
“Periodic Notification” as the optimal behavior; (b) number of messages exchanged for each behavior, showing that “Periodic Notification” generates the
minimum amount of messages both in total and on average per collection.

Sampling” and “Periodic Notification” behaviors to generate
a relatively constant amount of messages, as they generate
messages every 5s regardless of the network operating envi-
ronment. On the other hand, the “Notification with Cache”
behavior generates messages as the cached data become stale,
so the number of generated messages is highly dependent
on the variation of the TVOC value sensed by the network.
During periods when the TVOC value changes frequently,
a larger amount of messages is generated in the network to
update the cached value, whereas, during periods when the
TVOC value remains constant, no messages are exchanged
in the network.

5 Evaluation
This section evaluates the Mediator’s behavior selection al-
gorithm. We evaluate the algorithm in terms of convergence
time, accuracy of convergence (i.e., if the Mediator selects
the optimal behavior for the current environment), and over-
head on the performance metric as a result of inadequate pa-
rameter settings.

We divide the evaluation into four parts. The first one
refers to the ground truth, where we explore statically defined
behaviors in two different operating environments, showing
that there are different optimal behaviors for different operat-
ing environments. The two subsequent parts analyze the se-
lection algorithm in static and dynamic environments, show-
ing convergence time (i.e., time to select the optimal behav-
ior) and the algorithm’s accuracy (i.e., if the algorithm se-
lects the correct behavior). Finally, we conclude the section
by providing an analysis of the main parameters of the algo-
rithm and their impact on adding an overhead to the behavior
performance metric.

All experiments were conducted on a computer with a
Core i7-4700MQ 2.40GHz and 16GB of RAM running Win-
dows 10 64 bits. The IoT network was simulated on the
COOJA Wireless Sensor Network simulator (Eriksson et al.
(2009)) in a VM running Ubuntu 14.04 with 4GB of RAM.
On the host operating system, we executed the SDN plat-
form SDN-WISE Galluccio et al. (2015), specially tailored

for controlling wireless sensor networks. The Mediator was
built for SDN-WISE and ran as a Java application on top
of the controller. All experiments were executed in 5 rounds,
and the presented results are an average across all executions.
The code and dataset used to perform the experiments are
open-source and available for download.3

5.1 Ground Truth
This section presents the ground truth that establishes which
network behavior performs optimally when exposed to two
different operating environments. The operating environ-
ments are based on the selected dataset containing measure-
ments of TVOC collected during day and night shifts. The
TVOC measurements vary with different frequencies accord-
ing to the time of day and place where the measurements are
taken, which directly influences the performance of the net-
work behaviors.

The available network behaviors are evaluated according
to the number of messages they generate. The fewer gen-
erated messages being exchanged in the network, the better.
The rationale is that the number of exchanged messages in
the network directly impacts energy consumption and con-
gestion. Thus, minimizing message exchange is generally
desirable and was chosen as the main performance metric.

The “Active Sampling” and “Periodic Notification” be-
haviors maintain the number of generated messages in the
network constant as they generate messages periodically at
predefined intervals specified in the intent. On the other
hand, the “Notification with Cache” behavior only gener-
ates messages when the cached value becomes stale. The
cached value, in turn, only becomes stale when the sensed
data change, and therefore this behavior is impacted by the
frequency of change; otherwise, when sensed data remain un-
changed, there is no reason to update the cached value, and
no message is generated on the network. We, therefore, ex-
pect that the “Notification with Cache” behavior performs
well when the TVOC values remain mostly constant; con-
versely, we expect poor performance when TVOC values

3https://github.com/brunacordeiro/steer

https://github.com/brunacordeiro/steer
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Figure 9. (a) Graph showing the three available behaviors being exposed to environment B (TVOC measurements collected during the night), showing
“Notification with Cache” as the optimal behavior; (b) number of messages exchanged for each behavior, showing that “Notification with Cache” generates
the minimum amount of messages both in total and on average per collection.

change more frequently.
We performed two experiments, presented in Fig. 8 and

Fig. 9. The experiments were conducted by running each be-
havior on the network statically, meaning that each behavior
was deployed on the network nodes as a regular IoT appli-
cation with no adaptive capabilities. Each behavior was ex-
ecuted for 9.5 minutes (570s) and exposed to two different
datasets, a dataset of TVOC readings collected during day-
time (Fig. 8) and TVOC readings collected during the night
(Fig. 9). Since the TVOC readings were collected from a
government building that is only open during normal work-
ing hours (from 8AM to 6PM), we expect a high frequency
of changes in the TVOC readings during daytime. On the
other hand, TVOC readings collected during the night are
expected to be mostly constant.

The y-axis in both graphs shows the amount of messages
generated at each point of metric collection, while the x-axis
shows the time (in seconds) the metric collection takes place.
Every 30s, we collect the amount of messages for the cur-
rently executing behavior. The amount of messages as dis-
played in the graph is the result of the sum of messages per-
ceived in the 30s that precede the moment when the collec-
tion was made. All the remaining graphs shown in this paper
follow this description, including the ones presented in the
next sections.

Fig. 8(a) shows the number of application messages gen-
erated by the three available behaviors as they are exposed
to the operating environment generated by TVOC values
collected during the day, which change frequently. These
changes in TVOC readings make the “Notification with
Cache” behavior generate more messages than the ”Peri-
odic Notification” behavior because the cache value becomes
stale more often, forcing the network to generate more mes-
sages to update the cache.

The “Active Sampling” and “Periodic Notification” be-
haviors generate a relatively constant number of messages
throughout the experiment because the number of messages
they generate is not dependent on the dataset but rather on
the intent that defines the periodic collection rate (i.e., how
often network nodes send sensed data to the behavior), which,
in this case, is set to 5s. Furthermore, Fig. 8(b) presents

a table with the total number of application-level messages
generated by the network when exposed to the TVOC day-
time dataset environment, showing that “Periodic Notifica-
tion” generates the minimum amount of messages, both in
total and on average per collection, and, therefore, the “Peri-
odic Notification” behavior is the optimal one for that envi-
ronment.

Likewise, Fig. 9 shows a similar graph (a) and table (b)
for the same set of behaviors being exposed to a different
environment. This time, the operating environment is de-
fined by the readings of TVOC values collected during the
night, which remain constant primarily due to the nature of
TVOC. The graph on Fig. 9 (a) shows the “Notification with
Cache” behavior generating the minimum number of mes-
sages in the network throughout the entirety of the experi-
ment. The graph also shows the remaining two behaviors
performing very similarly to how they performed in the pre-
vious environment (depicted in Fig. 8). The table (Fig. 9(b)),
in turn, shows the total number of messages exchanged in
the network, the average number of messages exchanged per
collection, and the standard deviation of the amount of mes-
sages during the entire experiment. The table points to the
“Notification with Cache” behavior as the optimal one as it
generated the least amount of messages.

The two analyzed operating environments were designed
based on real measurements of TVOC. Considering an air
quality application, our ground truth experiments show that
depending on the time of the day, a different implementation
of the network behavior (i.e., how the network nodes collect
TVOC measurements) has a direct impact on the network per-
formance. Also, our experiments suggest that no single be-
havior has optimal performance in all cases, which leads to
the necessity to adapt the network behavior whenever the op-
erating environment changes. The following section shows
how our approach selects the optimal behavior for the two
operating environments without human interference.

5.2 Convergence in Static Environments
This section explores our behavior selection algorithm. We
particularly focus on behavior selection in static environ-
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Figure 10. The three static network behaviors (lines yellow, blue, and red)
executing under operating environment A (TVOC measurements collected
during the day). The graph also shows the Mediator (green line) exploring
the different behaviors and converging to the optimal behavior from instant
120s onward.

ments (i.e., network operating environments that remain un-
changed). This experiment aims to show that our algorithm
is accurate when converging to optimal behavior for the two
operating environments evaluated in the ground truth exper-
iments (Sec. 5.1).

The experiments were conducted in two parts for each
static operating environment. First, we execute all static
behaviors for each operating environment, resulting in the
ground truth graphs depicted in the previous section. Sec-
ond, we execute the Mediator, which runs the behavior selec-
tion algorithm, deciding which behavior should be deployed.
The goal of the experiments is to show convergence accu-
racy, pointing out the overhead the exploration phase adds
to the performance metric.

As discussed in Section 3, the selection algorithm has two
main phases: exploration and exploitation. In static environ-
ments, the exploration phase executes once, exploring the
different available network behaviors and selecting the one
that yields the maximum reward (in our case, the minimum
message count). After selecting the optimal behavior, the
algorithm switches to the exploitation phase. The exploita-
tion phase must decide when to return to exploration, either
by identifying degradation of the performance metric or per-
forming periodic exploration. For this pair of experiments,
however, we disabled the periodic exploration part of the ex-
ploitation phase. Since the operating environment remains
unchanged, we verify whether the behavior installed by the
Mediator performs identically to the optimal static behavior
after convergence.

Fig. 10 shows the Mediator converging towards the “Pe-
riodic Notification” behavior after the exploration phase,
which occurs during the first three message count collections
(at instants 30s, 60s, and 90s). During exploration, the Medi-
ator executes the available network behaviors to verify how
well each behavior performs in the current environment. The
exploration phase has a fixed duration that allows the Medi-
ator to test each available network behavior. In our exper-
iment, the exploration phase takes 3 consecutive collection
cycles. In the first cycle, the Mediator executes “Active Sam-
pling”. It then executes “Periodic Notification” in the second
cycle. And, finally, at 90s it executes the “Notification with
Cache” behavior. After exploration, the Mediator installs
the “Periodic Notification” behavior in the network, which,
according to the ground truth (Sec. 5.1), is the optimal behav-
ior for the operating environment.

Figure 11. The three static network behaviors (yellow, blue, and red lines)
executing under operating environment B (TVOC measurements collected
during the night). The graph also shows the Mediator (green line) as it ex-
plores the different behaviors and converges to the optimal behavior from
instant 120s onward.

Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the Mediator converging to the
“Notification with Cache” behavior when exposed to envi-
ronment B (when TVOC readings were collected during the
night). The exploration phase also occurs in the first three
message count collection cycles (at 30s, 60s, and 90s). From
120s onward, the Mediator executes the “Notification with
Cache” behavior, which converges to the same number of
messages generated by the static behavior.

The results depicted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 demonstrate
that the Mediator is able to accurately converge to the appro-
priate network behavior with no predefined domain-specific
information. The exploration phase with fixed duration ex-
perimenting with each behavior only once works well in the
experiments we tested, mainly because the performance of
each behavior in both operating environments is very dis-
tinctive. This exploration algorithm, however, may not be
adequate for behaviors that start with high metrics and later
stabilize in a low value. For these types of environments and
behavior, algorithms that dynamically change the duration
of the exploration phase may be more suitable. Multi-armed
bandit algorithms such as UCB1 (Auer et al. (2002)) and ϵ-
greedy (Sutton and Barto (2018)) are examples of algorithms
that could work for such environments and behavior. Over-
all, however, our experiments show that our behavior selec-
tion algorithm converges quickly and accurately to the appro-
priate behavior, with an overhead on the number of generated
messages produced only during the exploration phase.

Note that the proposed algorithm works well for the tested
scenarios, and although it is a simple solution, it serves as
a baseline for more complex scenarios. Also, note that for
other, more complex, network behaviors and environments,
performing a single test of each behavior during the explo-
ration phase may not be sufficient for the algorithm to con-
verge toward the optimal solution.

5.3 Convergence in Dynamic Environments

This section presents our experiments with the behavior se-
lection algorithm in dynamic environments. For these experi-
ments, we start in a specific environment; mid-execution, we
change to a different operating environment. These experi-
ments simulate operating environment changes and how our
behavior selection algorithm performs under such dynamic
environments.

We run two distinct experiments illustrated in Fig. 12 and
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Figure 12. The three network behaviors executing statically, along with the Mediator, which in turn executes in a dynamic operating environment. The
experiment starts in environment A – daytime measurements of TVOC (determined by the blue area) and changes to environment B – nighttime measurements
of TVOC (determined by the red area). The Mediator explores and converges to the optimal behavior for each environment.

Fig. 13. We start the first experiment (Fig. 12) with environ-
ment A (TVOC collected during the day) and change to en-
vironment B (TVOC collected during the night). In the first
part of the experiment, as expected, the Mediator behaves in
the same way as it does when we subject it to environment
A (as depicted in Fig. 10). The Mediator explores the three
available behaviors (at instants 30s, 60s, and 90s) and selects
the “Periodic Notification” behavior.

After converging to the optimal behavior, the behavior
selection algorithm has to decide when to return to the ex-
ploration phase again. Ideally, the best moment to return
to the exploration phase is when the operating environment
changes. For the experiment illustrated in Fig. 12, the pe-
riodic exploration happens at a fixed time interval defined
to occur every 6 minutes (360s) after convergence. This
means that every 6 minutes, the Mediator tests a different
known sub-optimal behavior to ensure that these behaviors
remain sub-optimal and that no changes occurred in the envi-
ronment. This periodic exploration is essential for theMedia-
tor to make sure that the known optimal behavior remains op-
timal and that the operating environment continues the same.
This is crucial for cases where a change in the environment
does not have a direct negative impact on the performance
metric for the currently executing behavior.

In the graph (presented in Fig. 12), periodic exploration oc-
curs at 480s. During periodic exploration, the Mediator tests
a different behavior. In our first experiment, it tests the “No-
tification with Cache” behavior and gets a resulting message
count of 21, which is better than the best-known behavior
message count (≈30 messages per collection) produced by
the “Periodic Notification” behavior. Because the recently
tested behavior yields a better message count, the Mediator
subsequently triggers exploration at 510s, testing all behav-
iors again in order to determine a new best-performing behav-
ior. In our experiment, at 600s, the Mediator converges to
the “Notification with Cache” behavior, which is the optimal
behavior for the new environment (TVOC collected during
the night).

Note that the periodic exploration time span set to 6 min-
utes is ideal for the experiment because it triggers a periodic

exploration right after the operating environment changes.
This was made by design and showed the perfect parameter
definition for the selection algorithm. This may not always
be the case, and if the periodic exploration time span is set to
a higher value, the Mediator will operate sub-optimally for
longer. On the other hand, if the time span for the periodic
exploration is set to a lower value, the Mediator would test
sub-optimal behaviors more often, and if the environment
remains unchanged for longer, this would result in a higher
overhead in terms of message count.

The second experiment is shown in Fig. 13. It starts in en-
vironment B (TVOC collected during the night) and changes,
mid-execution, to environment A. In the first part of the ex-
periment, the Mediator behaves just like it does during the
experiment with environment B (Fig. 11). After the operat-
ing environment changes, the performance of the “Notifica-
tion with Cache” behavior degrades drastically (at 450s). As
part of the Mediator exploitation phase algorithm, the Medi-
ator maintains the execution of the behavior for 3 consecu-
tive metric collection cycles after the metric degrades (450s,
480s, and 510s) and before triggering the exploration phase
(which starts at 540s). This is because the anomaly threshold
parameter makes the Mediator more tolerant to degraded met-
rics before triggering exploration, making the system more
stable when subjected to sporadic oscillations in the perfor-
mance metric.

Setting the anomaly threshold to 3 delays the exploration
phase’s start for 90s, which, in this case, can be seen as too
long since the environment and the network are very stable.
The higher the threshold value, the more tolerant to metric
value outliers the network becomes. However, for stable en-
vironments, setting the threshold to a high value only delays
the triggering of the exploration phase. Finally, after the ex-
ploration phase, the Mediator converges to the optimal be-
havior for the new environment, which, in our experiment,
is“Notification with Cache”.

This pair of experiments demonstrates that our behavior se-
lection algorithm correctly selects optimal behavior even af-
ter the operating environment changes. During the exploita-
tion phase, which starts when the optimal network behavior
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Figure 13. The graph shows the three network behavior executing statically in a dynamic operating environment and the Meditator. The experiment starts on
environment B – night time measurements of TVOC (determined by the red area) and changes to environment A – daytime measures of TVOC (determined
by the blue area). The mediator explores and converges to the optimal behavior for each different environment. 

Figure 14. Convergence of the Mediator to “Periodic Notification” (the
optimal behavior) for environment A (day time collection of TVOC). The
Mediator’s periodic exploration time span is set to 150s, with explorations
at 270s and 420s.

is selected in the exploration phase, theMediator implements
two different mechanisms to detect operating environment
changes. The first mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 12, is peri-
odic exploration, where the Mediator periodically executes
a different known sub-optimal behavior to verify that it re-
mains sub-optimal. The second, shown in Fig. 13, is through
performance metric degradation. Both mechanisms are con-
trolled by parameters, and depending on the parameter set-
tings, the network may suffer from performance overhead
and unnecessarily long convergence time.

5.4 Algorithm’s Parameters Analysis
This section analyses the parameters of the behavior selec-
tion algorithm. We first illustrate and discuss the effects
of the periodic exploration time span for the algorithm, as
shown figures 14, 15, and 16. We conclude the section with
a discussion of the anomaly threshold parameter values and
their consequences for different hypothetical operating envi-
ronments.

The results depicted in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the over-
head in message count due to an overly short value for the
periodic exploration time span, whereas Fig. 16 shows the
delay in triggering exploration after an environment changes
due to a long time span setting for the periodic exploration pa-
rameter. The periodic exploration time span defines how fre-

Figure 15. Convergence of the Mediator to “Notification with Cache” (the
optimal behavior) for environment B (night time collection of TVOC). The
Mediator’s periodic exploration time span is set to 150s, with explorations
at 270s and 420s.

quently a periodic exploration is performed by the Mediator.
Periodic exploration is a mechanism used by the Mediator
to verify whether or not the operating environment changed.
This is necessary due to the fact that some operating environ-
ment changes do not affect the performance metric of some
network behaviors, making it difficult to detect changes.

Fig. 14 shows the three static behaviors (blue, red, and yel-
low lines) executing under operating environment A, where
the optimal behavior is “Periodic Notification”. The graph
also shows the execution of the Mediator (green line), which
runs the exploration phase during the first three collection
cycles (at 30s, 60s, and 90s), converging to the optimal be-
havior at 120s. After collection, due to the setting of the peri-
odic exploration time to 120s, every 120s the Mediator tests
a known sub-optimal behavior to check whether the given
behavior continues to perform sub-optimally. The first time
span count starts at 150s and triggers the periodic exploration
at 270s (120s later), then it starts counting again at 300s and
triggers periodic exploration at 420s. During the first peri-
odic exploration, the Mediator tests the “Notification with
Cache” behavior (at 270s), and during the second periodic
exploration, the Mediator tests the “Active Sampling” behav-
ior (at 420s). Because the environment does not change, test-
ing a sub-optimal behavior every 120s makes the network
behavior become temporarily sub-optimal twice during the
experiment’s lifetime. Ideally, the longer the environment
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Figure 16. The Mediator and the three network behaviors executing in a
dynamic environment. The experiment starts with operating environment
A and changes to environment B. Periodic exploration is set to 480s, delay-
ing the triggering of the exploration phase after the environment changes at
600s.

remains unchanged, the less frequently the Mediator should
test sub-optimal behaviors to reduce the negative impact of
periodic exploration on the network performance.

Similarly, Fig. 15 also shows the periodic exploration time
span set to a low value, forcing the Mediator to perform pe-
riodic exploration too frequently for the experiment lifetime.
Differently, though, in this experiment, the network behav-
iors were executed under environment B, for which “Notifi-
cation with Cache” is the optimal behavior. After the Media-
tor converges to the optimal behavior (at 120s), the periodic
exploration occurs every 120s, executing at 270s and 420s.
The Mediator tests the “Active Sampling” behavior during
the first periodic exploration (at 270s) and the “Periodic No-
tification” behavior during the second one (at 420s). Be-
sides having the expected peak in performance after testing
known sub-optimal behaviors, frequent periodic exploration
prevents the optimal behavior selected by the Mediator to
stabilize and increase the network message count. Therefore,
at least in the scenario exploited in this experiment, less fre-
quent triggering of periodic exploration allows the selected
optimal behavior to properly converge to a very low message
count.

Fig. 16 shows the opposite effect of mistuning the periodic
exploration time span. Instead of having the effect of gener-
ating a higher message count due to frequent exploration, the
graph shows the Mediator having a slower reaction to envi-
ronment change. Fig. 16 presents the three fixed behaviors
and the Mediator being subjected to a dynamic environment.
In this experiment, the network is first subjected to environ-
ment A (TVOC collected during the day), and at 420s, the
environment changes to B (TVOC nighttime collection). In
this experiment, periodic exploration is set to occur every
480s, starting from the 120s and occurring only at 600s for
the first time. As a consequence, the network remains on
a sub-optimal behavior for over 150s before triggering the
exploration phase and converging to the optimal network be-
havior, which happens at 690s.

The other crucial parameter for the behavior selection al-
gorithm is the anomaly threshold. This parameter determines
how tolerant to outlier performance metric values the Medi-
ator is. A high threshold value is crucial for environments
that randomly generate a series of peaks in the performance
metric, but remain in the same operating environment. Peaks
in performance metrics (i.e., performance degradation) often
are an indication of environment changes, but sometimes it is

just a period of instability generated by unpredictable factors.
Therefore, always reacting to performance degradation (i.e.,
always triggering exploration) may not be the best course
of action, especially if the performance degradation is just a
momentary instability of the operating environment. Execut-
ing a complete exploration phase generates high overhead in
the network performance metric. Thus, being tolerant to de-
graded performance for moments of instability is necessary,
but being too tolerant makes reaction time to environment
change very slow.

An example of the effects of this parameter is shown in
Fig. 13. The anomaly threshold was set to 3, meaning that
the Mediator only triggers a full exploration phase after de-
tecting 3 consecutive measurements of unusually high metric
values (e.g., 3 consecutive measurements of the metric at val-
ues two times higher than the previously collected values). In
that case, the Mediator only triggers exploration 120s after
the environment changes. Considering that the environment
is very stable, the Mediator could trigger exploration sooner
and converge to the new optimal behavior sooner.

This set of experiments with the periodic exploration pa-
rameter shows that this parameter is highly dependant on
the environment and available network behavior character-
istics, and for the different environments or sets of behav-
ior a different parameter value can be more adequate. Better
behavior selection algorithms should use meta-learning ap-
proaches to tune such parameters. Besides online parametric
tuning/learning, a promising line of research is to investigate
coordination between the behavior selection algorithm and
environment classification algorithms to eliminate the need
for periodic exploration and identifying periods of environ-
ment instability and to only trigger exploration when a previ-
ously unknown environment is detected.

6 Discussion
This section discusses the limitations of our approach and
presents opportunities to be explored in future work. We
divide the discussion into three sections: limitations of the
behavior selection algorithm; limitation of the current inte-
gration of the IDN and SDN layers; and a discussion on scal-
ability.

6.1 Behavior Selection Algorithm
The last part of the evaluation of the behavior selection algo-
rithm shows the consequences of not adequately choosing the
algorithm’s parameters. For instance, we have shown situa-
tions in which the algorithm takes too long to react to changes
in the environment or explores too often when it could simply
remain executing the best-known behavior longer. Thus, an
important addition to the selection algorithm is an extension
that explores parameter auto-tuning to adjust their values as
the network encounters new environments. Besides the need
for online parameter tuning, the current approach would also
benefit from classifying operating environments. Environ-
ment classification would enable the selection algorithm to
identify previously seen conditions and remember the deci-
sions made. This allows the algorithm to create a mechanism
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to avoid exploring behaviors for previously seen conditions
and spend more time exploiting best-known behaviors rather
than searching for them.

The execution of multiple intents in the network was not
investigated in this work. As noted in the approach descrip-
tion section (Sec. 3), multiple instances of the selection al-
gorithm could execute concurrently to locate the best behav-
ior for each intent provided to the network. Furthermore, to
realize multiple intents, a unique network-wide metric (e.g.,
message count, or energy consumption) should be used. This
unique network metric would allow the selection algorithm
to converge towards a set of behaviors that would yield opti-
mal performance for the given network operating condition.
Clearly, however, deploying new behaviors to realize new
intents in the network would impact the network-wide ob-
served metric, disturbing the execution of the multiple in-
stances of the selection algorithm. The multiple executing
instances would eventually converge, as they would make
decisions based on the newly observed metric in the new op-
erating environment created by adding new intents to be re-
alized in the network. Nevertheless, the impact of multiple
simultaneous instances of the selection algorithms needs to
be further investigated.

Other approaches to explore multiple intents in the net-
work can be investigated in future work. Another example is
to update the selection algorithm to receive as input multiple
intents and update the algorithm to execute one behavior for
each intent received. This approach would generate a com-
bination of behaviors to realize a set of intents. For instance,
if there are two intents: I1 and I2, each with two behaviors
I1 − B1, I1 − B2, I2 − B1, I2 − B2, the exploration phase
would execute all combination of behaviors (e.g., I1 − B1
and I2 − B1, then I1 − B1 and I2 − B2, and so on) and
select the combined behaviors with the best performance ac-
cording to the network-wide metric. This approach would
certainly lead to a large search space to explore as the num-
ber of intents to be realized in the network increases.

The multiple intent discussion leads to two concerns: the
exploration of large search spaces and the consideration of
conflicting goals. As the number of intents increases in the
network, the number of combined behaviors to evaluate in-
creases exponentially. Thus, the need to iterate through all
possible combinations of behaviors at least once before mak-
ing decisions becomes impractical in extreme cases. These
extreme situations require a new strategy to cope with larger
search spaces. Reinforcement learning approaches, in turn,
such as the one discussed in Ontanón (2017), could poten-
tially be applied to help navigate through large search spaces
(≈millions of actions). In that paper, the author describes a
multi-armed bandit solution for real-time gaming that is able
to navigate through a search space with millions of actions.

Conflicting goals represent another important challenge.
The realization of multiple intents would lead to conflicting
goal resolution when the metric that determines the criteria
to select behaviors for different intents is different. In this
case, the multi-object optimization (MOO) approach should
be considered instead of our proposed behavior selection al-
gorithm, which is facilitated by the modularity of our ap-
proach, which in turn allows replacing the selection behav-
ior algorithm with other algorithms. This scenario, however,

is outside the scope of this paper, although related research
in the literature could be explored. For instance, Fei et al.
(2017) surveys MOO algorithms for Wireless Sensor Net-
works. Some of these algorithms could potentially be used
to further explore and consolidate STEER when considering
conflicting metrics.

6.2 IDN and SDN integration

For the integration of the IDN and SDN layers, our approach
presents limitations on the extensibility of both metric col-
lection and the execution of the agent on sensor nodes. Al-
though the IDN module is equipped with the Observation
interface that can be implemented to deal with any met-
rics, our current implementation only uses the metrics that
SDN-WISE constantly collects from the network: nodes en-
ergy consumption, nodes RSSI, network topology and other
network-related metrics. To make STEER able to deal with
other types of metric, it would be necessary to create a mech-
anism to extend SDN-WISE‘ metric collection to allow the
collection of new metrics from the sensor nodes and send
them to the controllers as Report Packets. In the current im-
plementation of STEER, arriving Report Packets are made
available to any class implementing the Observation inter-
face. This mechanism would allow the creation of new im-
plementations of Observation for new metrics, without the
need to alter the proposed behavior selection algorithm as
previously described.

The agent running on sensor node, isn turn, is static and
implements network communication functions that are used
by behaviors to interact with the network. To add more flex-
ibility in the way behaviors interact with the network, the
IDN layer could exploit the network function feature of SDN-
WISE and install new agents, as demanded by behaviors,
equipped with new ways to interact with the network. This
would allow executing behaviors to change code in target
sensor nodes at runtime; for instance, to add code that per-
forms a specific aggregation function or a data classifier after
data collection in the node.

Finally, we adapted the sensor node at the application level
only. However, we could further interact with the SDN con-
troller from the behavior to also make changes at the network
level. For instance, we could change the routing algorithm
or install new network functions to perform tasks such as
load balancing among sensor nodes. We could also deploy
a classifier on the sensor node responsible for replying with
processed data instead of sending raw sensing data for the
behavior to process.

These extensions to the integrationo of the IDN and SDN
layers would make our approach more adaptable and generic,
possibly also makin git more useful for a broader range of
application domains.

6.3 Scalability

As a final set of limitations of the approach, we now discuss
some aspects of scalability. The first noticeable aspect of
our experiment is the small number of nodes in the evalu-
ated scenarios. In this paper, we evaluated STEER with only
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5 executing sensor nodes and a sink node, resulting in a de-
ployment setting with a maximum of 6 nodes. Although 6
nodes are realistic for monitoring the air quality of a single
room in a building, we built our solution to scale past a 6-
node network infrastructure. STEER leverages an SDN for
an IoT-based approach, and we rely on the SDN solution to
scale. In the literature, the controller placement problem has
been widely tackled to scale SDN and demonstrated to be
useful in the real world (Huang et al. (2017); Lange et al.
(2015); Min et al. (2021).

We rely on SDN to bootstrap the network and define and
adapt the flow tables of the sensor nodes, especially to extract
metrics from the network and send application-level com-
mands to agents running at the application level on the nodes.
Considering that the nodes are up and running and a network
is perfectly executing with hundreds of nodes and that we
can reach any node and send application-level commands to
them and collect metrics, we can then focus on the aspects
that directly affect the scalability of STEER. These aspects
are the number of concurrent intents (and the resulting com-
binatorial number of behaviors) and the nature of selected
metrics.

The number of behaviors is determined by the intents, and
the intents may only affect a set of nodes. The selection al-
gorithm could be made to only consider the affected nodes
defined by the intents rather than run all combinations of all
behavior in all nodes. This could be used as a strategy to help
manage scalability. Furthermore, as previously discussed,
strategies to navigate large search spaces could be adopted
to allow the realization of multiple intents in the network.

Finally, the collection of metrics may have a significant
impact on scalability (Gardikis et al. (2016)), and further re-
search should be conducted to explore this in the context
of STEER. The messages exchanged between the network
nodes and the application running outside the network go
through a centralized controller and, thus, do not require ac-
tive metric extraction. However, many other metrics may im-
pact performance. For instance, calculating energy consump-
tion involves querying the energy levels of a set of nodes mul-
tiple times to calculate the total consumption. This impacts
the number of messages in the network, and thus a strategy
to query a subset of nodes may help scale the system.

7 Conclusion
This paper presented an end-to-end implementation of a
novel approach to support autonomous adaptation of IoT net-
works for indoor monitoring applications. The approach is
the result of unifying two concepts that have gained impor-
tance in the literature: Intent-Driven Networks (IDN) and
Software Defined Networks (SDN). The combination of the
two concepts was realized through a layered architecture,
where the SDN layer was built using an existing solution
(SDN-WISE), while the IDN layer is a contribution of this
work. The IDN layer receives and interprets application in-
tents, realizing them through the runtime selection and ex-
ecution of the best-performing network behavior (among a
set of available behaviors), considering the current network
operating environment.

We evaluated the approach using a simulated network and
real IoT indoor monitoring application data. The experi-
ments were conducted in the domain of air quality monitor-
ing. We defined an intent template and a representative intent
instance for an air quality monitoring application, together
with three distinct network behaviors to realize the intent.
We subjected our IoT network to two different operating en-
vironments and evaluated the behavior selection algorithm,
implemented as part of the intent Mediator, in terms of con-
vergence time and accuracy.

Our results show that the proposed selection algorithm cor-
rectly selects the optimal behavior for both environments.
We also show that the convergence time is determined by
the duration of the selection algorithm’s exploration phase
and that our exploration phase is appropriate for the behav-
ior and environment that we used in the experiments. Finally,
we showed that the overhead on the performance metric is
a consequence of adapting the network behavior and that by
properly setting the parameters for the exploitation phase, we
may reduce such overhead.

As we presented a complete end-to-end implementation
of a novel approach, some of its aspects were not fully
addressed. In future work, we envision investigating the
process of generating network behavior implementations di-
rectly from the application’s intent. This work also provides
the opportunity to investigate conflicting intents and how the
network should handle them. Finally, the investigation of re-
inforcement learning algorithms to learn the best performing
network behavior in situations where i) it is not easy to iden-
tify an optimal behavior after executing each behavior once
in the exploration phase, and ii) when the number of avail-
able behaviors is large, which increases the search space and
requires strategies to handle scalability. Finally, although the
intent and behaviors used in the experiments are representa-
tive of an important class of IoT applications, further work is
necessary to validate and evaluate the approach in other sce-
narios, especially those involving other patterns of interac-
tion between application and network besides the collection
of sensing data.
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